Don’t allow cancer to leave its mark

Ink Align™ provides a pen-like design for easy consistent sterile application of radiotherapy set-up tattoos. UV pink ink offers a unique option for patients without the daily reminder of treatment. UV pink appears on all skin tones with the Qfix® UV Flashlight.

Life Beyond Cancer

“I am a breast cancer survivor who has iridescent blue tattoos that serve as a daily reminder of my ordeal. I am very self-conscious wearing bathing suits and formal attire. Since receiving the tattoos, I have been repeatedly saying that we can put men on the moon but we cannot develop a solution to disguise radiation tattoos...until now. Thank you!”

Nanci M., 18-Year Survivor
No More Daily Reminders

“I hate the black tattoo radiation marks! I notice them everyday! They are a constant reminder and I seriously do hate them and wish they were not there. I am for whatever it takes so no one ever has to get them again!”

Tina, 3-Year Survivor

Convenient, easy to use applicator to help regulate the flow of ink.

Available in UV pink or black ink.

Maximizes Patient Safety

Each applicator device contains hypo-allergenic, sterile, non-toxic permanent ink that is safety sealed and gamma-irradiated; guaranteeing sterility.

Differentiates New Areas from Previous Treatment Sites

UV pink ink takes away the daily reminder of radiation. UV pink ink is visible under UV light allowing patients to not have unsightly marking tattoos. UV Pink provides an alternative ink color to be used to identify different areas of treatment or differentiate new areas from previous treatment sites. UV pink can be used on all skin tones.

Easy to use and repeatable

Qfix® Ink Align™ sterile single use pen-like design provides a standardized administration for radiation therapy tattooing. The ink application comfortably rests in the technician’s hand for easy control of ink flow during application to skin.

Qfix® Ink Align™ is available in packs of 25 sterile single use devices with 21 gauge needles in either UV pink or black ink. Black ink is also available in 10 sterile single use droppers (needles not included).

Available for sale in the USA and Canada. Contact Qfix® sales for questions about other geographies.